The following communication has been received from the delegation of Argentina.

I have the honour to transmit herewith the following information on publications which are relevant to the implementation in Argentina of the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade. One copy of each of these documents in the Spanish language is available for consultation in the GATT secretariat.

Argentine Food Code - Law No. 18,284 - Decree No. 2126;

Regulations on activities to develop and apply artificial insemination methods - Law 20,425/73 - Decree 4678/73.

Information on industrial sector:

Decree 587/81 and the Agreement with the Argentine Institute for Rationalization of Materials (IRAM);

Decrees 2082/80, 2181/78 and 5720/72;

Resolution 764/80;

Regulations for the Study of Standards and for the Operations of Technical Standards Agencies;

Regulations governing the IRAM stamp of conformity with IRAM standards.